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PREFACE 
To study the geometry of a manifold, it is more convenient to first embed 
it into a knowzi manifold and then study its geometry vis-a-vis the ambient 
space. This approach gave impetus to the study of submanifold which later 
developed into an independent and fascinating topic of study. The submani-
fold of an almost IhTmitian manifold presents an interesting geometric study 
us its almosi complex structure transforms a vector into a vector perpendic-
ular to it. This in turn, gives rise to two types of submanifolds, namely 
invariant and anti-invariant submanifolds[31]. These are also known as holo-
morphi(' and totalh- ivi\\ submanifolds respectively. These submanifolds were 
extensively studied by many differential geometers (cf. [7], [21],[31],[32] etc.) 
till A Bejancu [1] in 1978 introduced the notion of CR-submanifold of a 
Kahler manifold which generalizes the holomrphic and totally real subman-
ifolds. Infa.ct, it i)rovides a single setting to study the holomorphic and 
totally real submanifolds. The study of these submanifolds not only plays 
an important role in many diverse areas of differential geometry and relativ-
ity [15],[25],[26] but also in mechanics[23]. The geometric point of view of 
the CR-submanifold was taken up by a number of differential geometers like 
B.Y.Chen, Sekigawa, A,Gray and A.Bejancu etc. A significant contribution 
is made by B.Y.Chen by giving some classification theorems, generalizing 
some classical results and generalizing the concept of CR-submanifold to 
slant submanifold. 
The dissertation comprises of five chapters and each chapter is divided 
into various sections. The mathematical relations obtained in the text have 
been labeled with double decimal numbering. The first figure denotes the 
chapters number, second represents the section and the third points out the 
number of the definition, equation, proposition, corollary or the theorem as 
the case may be e.g. theorem (3.2.5) refers to the fifth theorem of article 2 
in chapter III. 
The chapter I is introductory and serves the purpose of developing the 
basic concepts keeping in view the pre-requisites of the subsequent chapters 
and also to make the dissertation self contained. 
Chapters II is the first technical chapter which deals with the generic 
submanifold of a Kahler manifold. Its contents are essentially the results 
obtained by B.Y.Chen in his paper "Differential Geometry of Real subman-
ifolds of a Kahler manifold" [9]. The generic submanifolds are the natiiral 
generalization of real hypersurfaces in almost Hermitian manifolds. In<.egra-
bility conditions of the canonical distributions a.s well a,s the conditions for 
their leaves to be totally geodesic have been worked out and .somt^  other inter-
esting results have been discussed in this chapter with additional assunipticjn 
on the ambient space. 
If the complementary distribution of the holomorphic distribution of a 
generic submanifold is totally real, this submanifold is a CR-submanifold with 
this additional condition, the integrability conditions of the distribution, nat-
urally, becomes more simpler. Chapter III deals with the CR-submanifold of 
a Kahler manifold and a parallel study of these submanifold is carried. The 
advantage of the additional condition have been highlighted in this chapter 
while comparing them with the generic submanifold. It is important to see 
under what conditions the submanifold is the Riemannian product of the 
leaves of the canonical distributions. Conditions for such a product have 
been worked out in this chapter. The results of this chapter are essentially 
from the papers of Blair and Chen [5] and [11]. The curvature identities on 
CR-submanifold of a complex space form reveal some interesting geometric 
information. Such results too, have been discussed in this chapter. Apart 
from this many other interesting geometric aspects of the CR-submanifold 
of a Kahler manifold have been studied in this chapter. 
In chapter IV, CR-submanifold of more general ambient space (than 
Kahler), namely almost Hermitian and nearly Kahler manifolds have been 
studied. The integrability conditions and the conditions of the totally geodesic-
ness of the leaves of these distributions are more general than the obtained 
in chapter III in the sense that when the ambient space becomes Kahler , the 
conditions reduces to the same conditions as obtained in chapter III. Totally 
umbilical submanifolds are geometrically very important (see[10]) therefore 
they have been studied separately in nearly Kahler manifold. S.Deshmukh 
and S.I.Hussain [13] classified the totally umbilicall CR-submanifold of a 
Kahler manifold. A similar classification is obtained for totally umbilical 
CR-submanifold of a nearly Kahler manifold by V.A Khan and K.A.Klian. 
This classification and its consequences have also been dealt in this chapter. 
The natural generalization of generic and CR-subnaanifold submanifold 
are the slant submanifold. The idea of slant immersion was originated in 
a paper of B.Y.Chen namely "slant Immersion"(cf. [10]). The content of 
this chapter are essentially from this paper. Infact it is realized that the 
tangent space of a submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold is decom-
posed into eigen space of the endomorphism P^. The integral submanifolds 
of these distribution (eigen spaces) are either holomorphic or totally real or 
slant. Apart from this classification many other interesting results have been 
obtained under the condition that V P = 0, V F = 0 and VQ = 0. Some non 
trivial examples have been provided at the end of this chapter. 
It can be seen that the results obtained in chapter V agree with the 
results of chapter II and of chapter III when the slant submanifold reduces 
to generic and CR-submanifold respectively. Similarly, it can be verified 
that results of chapter IV (i.e., in the setting of CR-submanifold of nearly 
Kahler manifold and almost Hermitian manifold) agree with results obtained 
in chapter III when the ambient space speciaUzes to a Kahler manifold. 
In the end of the dissertation, a bibliography has been given which by 
no means is comprehensive but mentions only the papers and books referred 
to in the main body of the dissertation. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce basic concepts, preUminary no-
tions and some fundamental results which we require for the development of 
the subject in the present dissertation. Thus we have given a brief resume 
of some of the results in geometry of almost Hermitian manifolds and, the 
allied structures, and the geometry of submanifolds of these manifolds. Much 
though all these results are readily available in review articles and same in 
standard books e.g, Nomizu and Kobyashi[18], B.Y.Chen[6] and Yano[33] 
nevertheless, we have collected them here to fix up our terminology and for 
ready references. 
1.2 Structures on C°°-manifold. 
By a Riemannian metric p on a manifold M, we mean a map p ^ Qp 
where Qp is a positive definite inner product on Tp{M). We require this map 
to be smooth in the sense that the function 
are smooth for all i,j for any chart {U,x). This smoothness condition is 
same as requiring that for all vector field X,Y on M, p -^ gp{Xp,Yp) is 
smooth. On a paracompact manifold, there exist a smooth Riemannian met-
ric. The geometry of a difierentiable manifold is revealed by knowing a Rie-
mannian metric on it. Further refined information can be had by knowing 
additional structures on the manifold, for example almost complex, almost 
Kahler, nearly Kahler etc. [18] and [33] In this section we briefly discuss 
some of these structiues. 
In what follows, we shall take a differentiable manifold that is connected 
and paracompact, so that it can always be endowed with a Riemannian metric 
g and a Riemannian connexion V. 
An almost complex structure on a real differentiable manifold M 
is a tensor field J which is at every point p 6 M, an endomorphism of 
the tangent space Tp{M) such that J^ = -I where / denotes the identity 
transformation. A manifold with a fixed almost complex structure is called an 
1 
edmost complex meinifold. On an almost complex manifold, there always 
exist a Riemannian metric g consistent with the almost complex structure J 
i.e, satisfying 
g{JU, JV) - g{U, V) 
for all t/, V G T{M), by virtue of which g is called a Hermitian metric. 
An almost complex manifcld (resp. a complex manifold) with a Hermitian 
metric is called an almost Hermitian manifold (resp.a Hermitian man-
ifold) Analogous to the almost complex structure J, there is defined a 2-form 
which plays an important role in the geometry as well as the mechanics on 
the manifold; We describe it as follows. 
Definition(1.2.1). A symplectic form on a real vector space V of dimen-
sion n is a non degenerate exterior 2-form Q of rank n. We then say that Q, 
defines a symplectic structure on V or that (V, Q) is a symplectic vector 
space. 
A symplectic structure on a manifold M is defined by a choice of a 
differentiable 2-form Q, satisfying the following two conditions. 
(i) For all p G M, Clp is non degenerate. 
(u) Q is closed, that is dQ, — 0. 
One can define Kahlerian manifolds using the fundamental 2-form fi, 
almost complex structure J and the Riemannian metric g as follows. 
Let Q denotes the fundamental 2-form associated with the Hermitian 
metric g on M i.e, 
(1.2.1) n{U,V) = giJU,V) 
for all vector fields U,V on M Since g is invariant under J so is fi, i.e, 
(1.2.2) Q{JU,JV)^Q{U,V) 
The almost complex structure J is not in general parallel with respect 
to the Riemannian connexion V defined by the Hermitian metric g. In fact 
we have the following formula 
(1.2.3) 2gii\^uJ)V, W) = dQ{U, V, W) - dQ{U, JV, JW) - g(U, S{V, JW)) 
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where S is the Nijenhuis tensor of J defined by 
(1.2.4) S{U, V) = [U, V] + J[JU, V] + J[U, JV] - [JU, JV] 
It is easy to verify that S satisfies. 
(1.2.5) S{JU, V) = S{U, JV) = -JS{U, V) 
It is well known that vanishing of the tensor S{U, V) is the necessary and 
sufficient condition for an almost complex manifold to be a complex mani-
fold[18]. 
If we extend the Riemannian connexion to be a derivative on the tensor 
algebra of M, V of M, then we have the following formulae. 
(1.2.6) {^uJ)V = VuJV - JVuV 
(1.2.7) C^umV, W) = g{{VuJ)V, W) 
Now we define 
Definition( 1.2.2): A Hermitian metric on an almost complex manifold is 
called a Kahler metric if the fundamental 2-form Q is closed. A complex 
manifold equipped with a Kahler metric is said to be a Kahler manifold. 
In other words, an almost complex manifold M is Kahler if 
(1.2.8) {VuJ)V = 0 
for all U,V in T{M). In this case the connexion V on M is said to be 
Kahlerian connexion. 
A Hermitian manifold M is said to be nearly Kahler if 
(1.2.9) {VuJ)V + iVvJ)U = 0 
for all U, V in T{M) 
Definition(1.2.3): A Kahler manifold M is called a complex-space-form 
if it is of constant- holomorphic sectional curvature. We denote by M"^{c) 
(or simply M{c)) a complex m-dimensional complex-space-form of constant 
holomorphic sectional curvature c. Then the curvature tensor R of M{c) is 
given by 
(1.2.10) R{U, V)W = ^{g{V, W)U - g{U, W)V + g{JV, W)JU 
-giJU, W)JV + 2g{U, JV)JW} 
for any vector fields U,V,W on M. 
For a Kahler manifold M, the holomorphic bisectional curvature 
with respect to orthonormal vectors C/, V is given by. 
(1.2.11) HB{U, V) = R{U, JU; JV, V) 
1.3 Submanifold theory 
If an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M admits an immersion 
f :M ^M 
into an m-dimensional differentiable manifold M, then M is said to be a 
submanifold of M. Naturally n < m. If M is a Riemannian manifold with 
a Riemannian metric g, then M also admits a Riemannian metric induced 
from M which is denoted by the same symbol g. The immersion / is said to 
be isometric immersion if the differentiable map /» : TM -> TM preserve 
the Riemannian metric, that is for U,V G T(M) 
(1-3.1) 9{fMJ.V)=g{U,V). 
When only local questions are involved, we shall identify T{M) with 
f,T{M) through the isomorphism /*. Hence, a tangent vector in T{M) tan-
gent to M, shall mean tangent vector which is the image of an element in 
T{M) under / . . More generally, a C°° - cross section of the restriction of 
T(Af)_on M shall be called a vector field of M on M. Those tangent vectors 
of T{M) which are normal to T{M) form the normal bundle T^{M) of M. 
Hence for every point p 6 M, the tangent space Tf^p^(M) of M admits the 
following decomposition 
Tnp){M)=T,{M)®T'-iM) 
The Riemannian connexion V of M induces canonicaliy the connexion 
V and D on TM and on the normal bundle T-^{M) respectively governed 
by the Gauss and Weingarten formulae v.i.z. 
(1.3.2) VuV^VuV + h{U,V) 
(1.3.3) Vu(, = A^U + Dui 
where U,V are tangent vector fields on M and ^ G T^{M) h and A^ are 
second fundamental forms and are related by. 
(1.3.4) 9{h{U,VU)^9{A^U,V) 
Looking into the Gauss formula, we observe that, one can classify the sul> 
manifolds, putting condition on /i as follows. 
Definition(1.3.1)[6]: A submanifold for which the second fundamental 
form h is identically zero is called a totally geodesic submanifold 
Definition(1.3.2)[6]; A submanifold is called totally umbilical if its sec-
ond fundamental form h satisfies 
(1.3.5) h{U,V) = g{U,V)H 
where H = ^(trace of h), is called the mean curvature vector. 
Definition(1.3.3)[6]: A sub manifold is called minimal if the mean curva-
ture vector vanishes identically.i.e, H = 0 
For the second fundamental form h, we define the covariant differentia-
tion V w.r.to the connexion in TM © T-'-M by 
(1.3.6) {Vuh){V, W) = DuiHV, W)) - h{VuV, W) - h{V, VuW) 
for any vector field U, V and W tangent to M. 
The equation of Gauss, Coddazi and Ricci are then given by. 
(1.3.7) RiU, V; W, Z) = RiU, V, W, Z) + g{h{U, Z), h{V, W)) 
-9{h{U,Wlh(V,Z) 
(1.3.8) {R{U, V)Wf = {Vvh){V, W) - {Vvh){U, W) 
(1.3.9) R{U,V,(,V) = R\U,V,(,rj)-g{[A^,A,]U,V) 
where R{U,V;W,Z) = g{R{U,V)W,Z). In (1.3.8) 1 denotes the normal 
component of R. U, V, W and Z are vector fields tangent to M and ^,T} are 
vector fields normal to M. 
Definition(1.3.4): A vector sub bundle fi of the normal bundle T-^{M) is 
said to be parallel (in the normal bundle) if 
for any U € T{M) and any local cross section ^ in //. 
1.4 CR-submanifolds 
On an almost Hermitian manifold M, 
g{JU, JV) = g{U, V) 
for all vector fields U, Von M. In other words, 
g{JU,U) = 0 
i.e., JU _L U for each vector field U on M. Hence for a submanifold M of M 
if f/ e Tp{M), JU may or may not belong to Tp{M). Thus the action of the 
almost complex structure J on the tangent vectors of the submanifold of the 
almost Hermitian manifold gives rise to its classification into invariant and 
anti-invariant submanifold. These submanifolds, are defined as follows. 
Definition(1.4.1)[31]: A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold 
M is said to be invariant (or holomorphic) if 
J(Tp{M)) = Tp{M) 
for all p 6 M 
Definition(l,4.2)[31]: A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold 
M is said to be totaly real if 
JiTp{M)) C T^{M) for all peM. 
In 1978, A.Bejancu [1] and [2] considered a new class of submanifold of 
an almost Hermitian manifolds of which the above classes namely invariant 
and totally real submanifolds are particular cases and named this class of 
submanifolds as CR-submanifold that is, a CR-submanifold provides a single 
setting to study the invariant and anti-invariant submanifolds of an almost 
Hermitian manifold. 
Since the present dissertation deals with the CR-submanifolds, we recall, 
in this section, some of the basic notions and results about these submanifolds 
which are relevant for the subsequent chapters. 
Let M be an almost Hermitian manifold with an almost complex struc-
ture J and Hermitian metric g, and M, a Riemannian submanifold immersed 
in M. At each point pE M, let Dp be the maximal holomorphic subspace of 
the tangent space Tp{M) i.e.. 
Dp = Tp{M) n JTp{M) 
If the dimension of Dp is same for all p € M we get a holomorphic distribu-
tion D on M 
Definition(1.4.3): A Riemannian submanifold is said to be a CR-
submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold M if there exists on M a 
C°° -holomorphic distribution D such that its orthogonal complementary 
distribution D^ is totally real i.e., JD^ C T^{M) for all p G M.(cf. [4],[11]) 
Clearly every real hypersurface M of an almost Hermitian manifold is a 
CR-submanifold if dim(M) > 1 
Rem£u*k: We observe from the above definition that the dimension of D 
is always even and JD^ being a sub bundle of T^{M), the normal bundle 
splits as, 
T^M - JD^ e i^ 
where u is the complement of JD^ in T^M and it is easy to verify that u is 
invariant under J. 
Definition(1.4.4): A CR-submanifold M is said to be proper if neither D 
nor D-^ = 0. Obviously if £) = 0 then M is totally real submanifold and 
if D^ — 0, then M is a holomorphic submanifold. 
Remark: Throughout the dissertation M denotes a submanifold of the am-
bient space M, unless mentioned otherwise. 
Definition(1.4.5): A CR-submanifold is called anti-holomorphic sub-
manifold if JD^ = T^M for all peM. 
Definition(1.4.6): A CR-submanifold M is called a CR-product if it is 
locally a Riemannian product of a holomorphic submanifold M^ and a totally 
real submanifold M^. 
Prom the above definition for a CR-product submanifold, the leaves of 
D and D^ are totally geodesic in M and vice-versa. We know that the leaves 
of a distribution D on a manifold M are totally geodesic in M if and only 
if VxY G D for all X, F e £>. Thus in the setting of CR-submanifold of an 
almost Hermitian manifold, the leaves of D are totally geodesic in M if and 
only if 
(1.4.1) VxY e D 
for all X, y G D. Which is equivalent to the conditions 
(1.4.2) VxW e D^ 
iov X e D and Z,W e D^. Similarly for the totally geodesicness of the 
leaves of D^, the conditions 
(1.4.3) VzW e D^, 
and 
(1.4.4) VzX 6 D 
for X in D and Z, W in D-*- are equivalent. 
Prom the definition (1.4.6), a CR-submanifold is a CR-product if and 
only if the leaves of D and D-^ are totally geodesic in M. Hence combin-
ing (1.4.1) and (1.4.4), we conclude that a CR-submanifold of an almost 
Hermitian manifold is a CR-product if and only if 
(1.4.5) Vf/X e D 
for all U e M and X e D. Similarly, combining (1.4.2) and (1.4.3), it is 
concluded that a CR-submanifold is a CR-product if and only if 
(1.4.6) Vf/Z G D 
for all Z e D-'-. Condition (1.4.5) and (1.4.6) are equivalent because 
fliVuX, Z)^0^ g{X, VuZ) - 0. 
Definition(1.4.7)[ll]: A CR-submanifold M in a Kahler manifold is said 
to be mixed foliate if 
(z) D is integrable and 
iii) h{D, D^) = 0. 
For any vector field U tangent to M, we put 
(1.4.7) JU=^PU + FU, 
where PU and FU are the tangential and normal components of JU respec-
tively. Then P is an endomorphism of the tangent bundle TM and F is a 
normal bundle valued one form on TM. It is easy to observe that PU € D 
and FU G JD^. In fact P and F are annhilators on D-^ and D respectively. 
Similarly for any vector ^, normal to M, if we put 
(1.4.8) J^ = ti + n 
with t^ and / ^ as tangential and normal components of J^ respectively then 
/ can be treated as an endomorphism of the normal bundle T-^M and t, a 
-tangent bundle valued 1-form on T^M with kernel as JD^ and u respectively. 
Some observations. 
(z) For any C/ e TM, PU e D and FU e JD^. 
(ii) for any ^ e T^M, t$, e D-^ and f^Eu 
Verification: 
(i) For U GTM and Z e D^ 
g{PU,Z) = g{JU,Z). 
As JZ 6 T^M, by (1.4.7) 
9{PU,Z) = -g{U,JZ) 
= 0, 
=^  PU e D as D^ ± D. 
For ^ev, 
g{FU,0=g{JU,0 (by (1.4.7)) 
or, g{FU,0 = -9iU,JO 
= 0, 
as J^ e i^ . 
=^  Ft/ e JD^ 
(u) For ^ G T-^ M and X G D, 
g{t(,X) = g{J^,X) (by (1.4.8)) 
= 0, 
as D is holomorphic. 
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Further, 
gUiJZ) = 9{J(,JZ) (by (1.4.8)) 
= 9(^,Z) 
= 0, 
as ^ G T^M and Z E TM. 
This verifies the statement completely. 
The covariant differentiation of the operators P, F, t and / are defined 
respectively as. 
(1.4.9) {VuP)V = VuPV-PVuV 
(1.4.10) (Vi/F)V^ = DuFV-FVuV 
(1.4.11) {Vum = "^uK-tDu^ 
'(1.4.12) {Vuf)V = Dvfi-fDvi 
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CHAPTER II 
GENERIC SUBMANIFOLDS OF A 
KAHLER MANIFOLD 
2.1 Introduction 
Given a real submanifold M of a complex manifold M, the tangent bun-
dle TM of M is not invariant under the complex structure J of M, it is 
therefore, natural to explore the holoniorphic distribution and its comple-
mentary distribution on M. The generic submanifolds are the outcome of 
this approach of study. B. Y. Chen [9] introduced these submanifolds and 
has studied them in the setting of Kahler manifolds. CR-submanifolds are 
a special case of these manifolds. This class of submanifold in the Kahler 
manifolds and in complex space forms are studied in this chapter. 
Let M be a real submanifold of a Kahler manifold M, with an almost 
complex structure J. Define 
D^ = T,(M) n JT^{M), xeM, 
the maximal complex subspace of the tangent space TxM- If the dimension 
of Dx is constant along M and it defines a differentiable distribution on M, 
then M is said be to a generic submanifold.The distribution D is then 
called a holomorphic distribution. A generic submanifold M in a Kahler 
manifold is a purely real (respectively, complex) if D^ = {0} (respectively 
Dx = TxM. Obviously, if the orthogonal complementary distribution D^ of 
D in TM is totally real i.e., JD-^ C T^{M). then M is a CR-submanifold 
of M i.e. a CR-submanifold is a special case of generic submanifold. In fact 
all real hypersurfa<;es,complex submanifolds, totally real submanifolds, anti 
holomorphic submanifolds, purely real submanifolds and CR-submanbifolds 
are special cases of generic submanifold. A generic submanifold is said to be 
proper if it is neither a complex submanifold nor a purely real submanifold. 
For any vector U G T{M), we put 
(2.1.1) JU^PU + FU 
where PU and FU are tangetial and normal component of JU respectively. 
Then P is an endomorphism of the tangential bundle T{M) and F is a normal 
valued l-form on M. For any vector field ^ normal to M, we put 
(2.1-2) J^ = ti-^Ji 
where t^ and / ^ are the tangential and normal components of J^ respectively. 
Then f is an endomorphism of the normal bundle T-^M and t is a tangent 
bundle valued 1-form on T-^{M) 
Let Ux be the vector spa<:e of holomorphic normal vectors to M a t 
X, or simply the holomorphic normal space of Mat x i.e., 
ux = r / n JT,^  
Then Uj. defines a differentiable vector sub-bundle of T^M. We have the 
following observation. 
(z) D, ± D,^ 
{it) PD^^ C D^^ 
[in) D,^ n JD^-L = {0} 
{iv) T^{M) = FD^ e u 
[v) t{T^M) = D^ 
(vi) g{FD\u) = Q 
verification. 
(z) follows from the definition. 
(n) For X G D and Z £ D^ 
0 = g(JX, Z) = -g{X, JZ) = -g{X, PZ) 
i.e., PZJLX ^ PZED^ V Z e D^ 
This verifies the assertion {ii). 
{in) If Z G D^ n JDj^ then Z e D^ and JZ e D^^ 
=> Z is invariant under J. But D-"- is totally real, therefore Z = 0 
i.e., D^-^ n JZ)^^ = {0}. 
This verifies the assertion (Hi) 
{iv) Is obviously true in view of the definition of u 
(v) For ^ e T^{M) and X eD 
gitt X) = giJ^, X) = -gU, JX) = 0 
on the other hand D^ C tT^M (obviously true). 
Thus tT^M = D-L. 
(vi) is true because u is the orthogonal complement of FD-^ in T^M. 
Throughout the chapter, we will assume M to be a generic submanifold 
of a Kahler manifold M. As M is Kahler, 
VuJV = JVuV, 
for all U,V e T{M). Taking U,V ^ T{M) and using the equations (2.1.1), 
(2.1.2), (1.3.2) and (1.3.3), the above relation yields 
VuPV + VuFV = JiSvV + h{U, V), 
or, 
(2.1.3) VuPV + h(U, PV) - ApvU + DuFV = PVuV + FVuV + th{U, V) 
+ fh{U,V). 
On equatiilg the tangential parts of equation (2.1.3), we get 
VuPV - ApvU = PVuV + th(U, V) 
or, VuPV - PVuV = AFVU + th{U, V), 
which in view of equation (1.4.9) gives. 
(2.1.4) (VuP)V = AFvU + th{U,V) 
Similarly, comparing the normal parts of equation (2.1.3), we get 
(2.1.5) {VuF)V = h{U, PV) - fh(U, V) 
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Now for C e T-^M, 
which again on making use of eqns (2.1.2), (1.3.2), and (1.3.3) gives 
(2.1.6) Vut^ + h{U,tO-Af^U + Duf^ = -PA^U-FA^U + tDu^ + fDu^. 
In the above equation, comparing the tangential and normal parts respec-
tively gives 
(2.1.7) (Vut)^ = Af^U - PA^U 
(2.1.8) iVum = -FA^U-DuK 
Note: Throughout, we denote by q and p the complex dimension of Dx and 
the real dimension of D^ respectively i.e., q = dimc(Di) and p = dimR{D^). 
2.2 Some Integrability Conditions. 
As M is Kahler, VuJV = JVuV for all U,V e TM. In particular, for 
X G D. and [/ G TM, 
VuJX = JVuX, 
which on using the Gauss equation, gives 
VuJX + h{U, JX) = JVuX + Jh{U, X) 
Therefore, 
(2.2.1) g{h{U, JX), 0 - 9{JhiU, JX) , 0 , V e G z/ 
Now, for the intregrability of the holomorphic distribution D, we have. 
Proposition (2.2.1) [9]: Let M be a generic submanifold in a Kahler man-
ifold M. Then the distribution D is integrable if and only if 
(2.2.2) gihiX, JY), FZ) = g{h{JX, Y), FZ), 
for any vectors X,Y E D and Z E D^. 
Proof: By equation(1.3.2) we find that 
h{X, JY) - h{JX, Y) = {VxJY - VxJY) - {VyJX - VyJX) 
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As M is a kahlerian, the r.h.s of the avove equation take the form 
J{VxY - VYX) + {VyJX - VxJY) 
or, J[X, Y] + VyJX - VxJY 
Thus, we have, 
(2.2.3) h{X, JY) - li{JX, Y) = J[X, Y] + VYJX - VxJY 
for any X,Y & D.U D is integrable, the r.h.s of (2.2.3) Ues in TM, whereas 
the L.H.S is a vector field normal to M, thus, 
h{X,JY) = h{JX,Y) 
In particular, we have (2.2.2). 
Conversely, if (2.2.2) holds then 
(2.2.4) h(X, JY) - h{JX, F) e i/ 
For ^eu, consider g{h{X,JY) - h{JX,Y),Q 
9{h{X,JY) - h{JX,Y),0 = g{h{X,JY),0 - 9ih{JX,Y),0 
:= g(Jh{X,YU) - 9(Jh(X,Y),0 
- 0 
In view of (2.2.1). Thus, 
(2.2.5) h{X, JY) - h{JX, Y) e FD^ 
Prom (2.2.4) and (2.2.5), 
h{XJY) = h{JX,Y) 
for any X,Y eD. Thus by (2.2.3) 
J[X,Y\ = VxJY -VYJX 
Since VxJY - VYJX is tangent to M, [X,Y] lies in D. The proposition 
therefore follows from Frobenius theorem. 
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Proposition(2.2.2)[9]: Let M be generic submanifold in a kahler manifold 
M, if D is integrable then 
AFZJX = -JAFZX 
for any vector field X in D and Z in D^ 
Proof : By equation (1.3.4) 
giApzJX, U) = g{h{JX, U), FZ) 
= g{h{X,JU\FZ) 
in view of proposition (2.2.1), therefore 
g{AFzJX,U)^g{AFzX,JU) 
^-g{JAFzX,U) 
=4> AFZJX = - JAFZX 
For, the integrability of the purely real distribution, we have 
Proposition(2.2.3)[9] : Let M be a generic submanifold in a kaelher man-
ifold M. Then the purely real distribution D^ is integrable if and only if 
(2.2.6) VzPW - VwPZ + AFZW - AFWZ 
Ues in D-^ for any vector field Z, W in D-^ 
Proof : As M is a kahler, we have 
VzJW = JVzW 
which on making use of equation(1.3.2), (1.3.3) and (2.1.1) yields 
JVzW + Jh{Z, W) = VzPW + VzFW 
= VzPW + h{Z, PW) - AFWZ + DzFW 
from which on operating J on both sides and equating the tangential parts, 
we get 
WzW = PAFWZ - PVzPW - th(Z, PW) - tDzFW 
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Thus we get, 
[Z, W] = P{AFWZ - ApzW + VwPZ - VzPW} 
-f t{h{W, PZ) - h{Z, PW) - DwFZ - DzPW} 
Since t{T^M) = D^, [Z,W] lies in D^ if and only if (2.2.6) holds. Thus 
proposition is proved. 
Lemma(2.2.1)[9]: Let M be a generic submanifold in a Kahler manifold 
M. If D is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M, then 
g{AFo^D,D) = 0 
Proof : Under the hypothesis VxZ € D^ V X e D a.nd Z e D in view of 
(1.4.2). So for any vector field Y G D, we have 
0 = g{VxZ,JY) - g{'^xZ,JY) 
^ -g{JVxZ,Y) 
= -g{VxJZ,Y) 
= -g{VxPZ,Y)-g{VxFZ,Y) 
= -g{VxPZ,Y)+g{AFzX,Y) 
= g{AFzX,Y) 
This prove the lemma 
Note : giApzX, Y) = 0 => g{VxY, PZ) + g{VxJY, Z) = 0 
which does not imply that VxJY e D. Whereas in the case of CR-submanifold 
PZ = 0 V Z e D-^ and therefore the converse of the lemma follows in that 
setting, i.e., lemma (2.2.1) is infact necessary and sufficient for the case of 
CR-submanifold of a Kahler manifold. Whereas for the generic submanifold 
lemma gives a necessary condition. For generic submanifold PZ is not zero 
in general for Z G D"*". 
For the purely real distribution D-*-, we have -
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Lemma(2.2.2)[9]: Let M be a generic submanifold in a kahler manifold 
M. If D^ is Integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M, then 
g{ArD^D,D^) = 0 
Proof: under the hypothesis, we have 
0 = g{VzX, W) V X e D and Z e D^ 
= g{VzX,W) 
= g{JVzX,JW) 
= giVzJX,JW) (as M is Kahler) 
= g{VzJX, PW) + giVzJX, FW) 
- g{VzJX, PW) + g{VzJX, FW) 
= g(VzJX,FW) 
the first term is zero beacause WzJX G D. Thus 
0 = g{h{Z,JX),FW) 
i.e., giApwJX, Z) = Q 
This proves the lemma 
proposition(2.2.4)[9]: Let M be generic submanifold of kahler manifold 
M. lig{h{D, D^),FD^) = 0 (or giApo^D^D^) = 0) then, 
(2.2.7) VxPZ = AFZX + VxPZ 
for all X € i:> and Z ^ D^ 
Proof: By Gauss equation, 
(2.2.8) VxPZ^VxPZ + h{X,PZ) 
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Also, ^xPZ = V x J ^ - V x i ^ ^ 
- J^xZ + AFZX - DxFZ 
= J{VxZ + h{X, Z)) + AFZX - DxFZ 
= P{VxZ) + F{VxZ) + th{X,Z) 
+fh{X, Z) + AFZX - DxZ 
i.e., we have, 
(2.2.9) VxPZ = P{VxZ)+F{VxZ)+th{X, Z)+fh{X, Z)+AFZX-DXZ. 
Equating the tangential parts of (2.2.8) and (2.2.9), we get 
(2.2.10) VxPZ - P{VxZ) + th{X, Z) + AFZX 
Further, by hypothesis g{h{X,Z),FZ) = 0 y X e D and Z e D^, 
h{X, Z) 6 u, 
i.e., th{X, Z) = 0 
Thus equ. (2.2.10) reduces to 
VxPZ - PiVxZ) + AFZX 
2.3 Generic submanfold with parallel canonical structure: 
The endomorphism P : TM —^ TM is said to be parallel if Vf/P = 0 for 
any vector U tangent to M 
Since the ambient manifold M of the underlying generic submanifold M 
is kahler, 
VuJV = JVuV 
On using equation(1.3.2), (1.3.3), (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) we obtain the following 
(2.3.1) VuPV - AFVU + h{U, PV) + DuFV = P'^uV + FVuV + th{U, V) 
+ fh{U,V) 
which on making use of (1.4.9) and equating the tangential parts gives. 
(2.3.2) (Vf;P)F = th{U, V) + AFVU 
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Therefore, for aiiy vector field U, V, W tangent to M, we have 
(2.3.2)'. 5((Vf/P)V, W) = g{AFvW - ApwV, U) 
Consequently, we obtain the following 
Lemina(2.3.1)[9]: Let M be a generic submanifold in a kahler manifold M 
then P is parallel if and only if 
(2.3.3) AFUV = AFVU . 
for any U,V tangent to M. From lemma (2.3.1), we have the following 
Proposition(2.3.1) [9]: Let M be a generic submaifold in kahler manifold 
M. If V P = 0, then 
{i) the holomorphic distribution D is integrable, 
(u) AFUX = 0 
Proof : If P is parallel, then lemma (2.3.1) implies that 
AFUX = 0 
for any vector X in D and U in TM. Thus 
g{h{X,Y),FZ)=0 
for any vectors X,Y in D. and Z in D-^. Therefore by proposition(2.2.1), D 
is integrable.This proves the proposition. 
The normal bundle valued l-form F is said to be parallel if V P = 0. 
On equating the normal parts in equation (2.3.1) we get 
(2.3.4) iVuF)V = fh{U, V) - h{U, PV) 
for any vector field U, V tangent to M. Hence, for any vector field ^ normal 
to M, . 
P((Vt;P)F,0 = g{fHU,V),0-9ih{U,PV),0 
= -9ih{U,V),fO-9(A^PV,U) 
= -g{Af^V,U)-9iA^PV,U) 
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That is, 
(2.3.5) 9{{VuF)V, 0 = -9{Af^V + A^PV, U) 
Prom the above relation, we obtain. 
Lemma(2,3.2) [9]: Let M be generic submanifold in a Kahler manifold M. 
Then V F = 0 if and only if 
(2.3.6) Af^U = -A^PU 
for any vector U tangent to M and ^ normal to M. 
The above lemma helps to prove the following 
Proposition(2.3.2) [9]: Let M be a generic submanifold in a Kahler 
manifoldM. If F is parallel, then 
(i) AFUX = 0 and VyX eD 
(a) D is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M 
{in) FD^ and u are both parallel in the normal bundle. 
iiv) {VxP)Z = {VuP)X = 0 
for any vector fields X in D and, Z in D-^ and U, V in TM. 
Proof: Using the fact VuJX — JVuX = 0, and the Gauss equation, we get 
VuJX + h{U, JX) - JVuX - Jh{U, X) = 0 
or, VuJX - PVuX - FVuX - th{U, X) - fh{U, X) + h{U, JX) = 0 
As V F = 0, from (2.3.4), it follows that 
VuJX - PVuX - FVuX - thiU, X) = 0 
Equating the normal parts to zero, we get 
FVuX = 0 . 
=^ VuXeD 
Further, ApuX = 0 by lemma (2.3.2). This proves (i). 
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Statement (u) follow from statement (i) and proposition(2.2.1).For (Hi) 
Gauss equation gives 
g{h{U,V),J0 = 9(^uV,J0 
for all U,V G TM and ^ € i^ . Now, making use of the Kahler condition of M 
and the equation(2.1.1) the r.h.s of the above equation is simplified as. 
Now on applying the oqu. (1.3.2) and (1.3.3) and (1.3.4) we get, 
g{Af^V,U) - -g{h{U,PV),0-9{DuFV,0 
^-giA^PV,U)-giDuFV,0 
By lemma (2.3.2), the above equation gives 
g{DuFV,O=-0 
or, giDuC,FV) = 0 V U,V €TM and^Gu 
=> Du^ e 1^ i.e., v is parallel in T^M. 
It further implies that Di/FV € FD^ i.e., FD-^ is also parallel in T^M. 
Prom the equation (2.3.2)', 
g{iVxP)Z, U) = giApzU - ApuZ, X) 
= 9iAFzU,X)-g{AFuZ,X) 
= 0 
as ApuX = 0 by (ii) therefore, 
g{{VxP)Z,U) = 0 
for all U in TM. That shows (VxP)Z = 0. Now, 
g{(VuP)X, V) = giApxV - ApyX, U) 
As FX = 0 for X G D and ApvX = 0 by statement {ii), the r.h.s of the 
above equation is zero. Hence - • 
{VuP)X = 0 
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This proves the statenient(iu) and the proof is complete. 
2.4 Generic submanifold in complex space form. 
Let M be a generic submanifold in Kahler manifold M. We assume that 
the holomorphic distribution D is integrable and 
(2.4.1) g{h{D,D^),FD^)^0 
By the equation of Coddazi, for any vector field X,Y in D and Z, W in D-^, 
R{X,Y-Z,FW) - g{Dxh{Y,Z)-h{Y,VxZ),FW) 
-giDyhiX, Z) - h{X, VyZ), FW) 
- g{Dxh{Y,Z)-DYhiX,Z),FW) 
+ g{hiX, VyZ) - h{Y, SJxZ\ FW) 
= g{Dxh{Y,Z)-DYh{X,Z),FW) 
+ giJApwX, JVyZ) - giJApwY, JVxZ) 
= g{Dxh{Y,Z)-DYh(X,Z),FW) 
+ giJApwX, VYJZ) - giJApwY, VxJZ) 
= g{Dxh(Y, Z) - DYKX, Z), FW) 
-g{AFwX, JWYJZ) + g{AFwY, JVxJZ) 
(2.4.2) R{X, F ; Z, FW) - g{Dxh{Y, Z)-DYKX, Z), FW)-giAFwX, JVYJZ) 
+ g{AFwY,JVxJZ). 
On using equations (1.3.2), (1.3.3), and (2.1.1), the second term in the r.h.s 
of (2.4.2) simplifies as 
g{AFw, JVYJZ) = -g{JAFw, J^Y{PZ + FZ)) 
= -g{JAFwX, VYPZ + h{Y, PZ) - ApzY + DYFZ). 
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Now, making use of the fact that ApwD C D (by (2.4.1)), the above relation 
becomes. 
giApwX, JVyJZ) = -giJApwX, VYPZ)+g{JAFwX,AFzY). 
Similarly, 
q{AFwY,JVxJZ) = -g{JAFwY.VxPZ)+g{JAFwY,AFzX) 
Thus equation (2.4.2) becomes 
R{X, Y- Z, FW) = giDxHY, Z) - DyhiX, Z), FW) 
+ g{JAFwX, VyPZ) - g{JAFwX, ApzY) 
- giJApwY, VxPZ) + g{JAFwY, ApzX). 
Therefore, 
R{X, JX- Z, FZ) = g{Dxh{JX, Z) - Djxh{X, Z), FZ) 
+ g{JAFzX, VjxPZ) + giJAFzJX, ApzX) 
- g{JAFzX, AFZJX) - giJApzJX, VxPZ). 
As, D is integrable, by proposition (2.2.2) ApzJX — -JApzX, which makes 
above equation as. 
(2.4.3) R{X, JX- Z, FZ) - g{DxKJX, Z), FZ) + g{Djxh{X, Z), FZ) 
= giJApzX, VjxPZ) - 9(AFZX, WXPZ) + 2\\AFzXf 
On the other hand, since g{JAFzX, PZ) = 0 
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g{JAFzX,VjxPZ) = -g{VjxiJAFzX),PZ) 
= -9{JVJX{AFZX),PZ) 
= 9{VJX{AFZX),JPZ) 
= QUAFZX, JX], JPZ) + g{VA,^xJX, JPZ) 
= g{[AFzX, XIPZ) + g{^A,^xX, PZ) 
= -g{AFzXyxPZ). 
Substituting this into (2.4.3), we get 
(2.4.4) RiX, JX; Z, FZ) - g{Dxh{JX;Z) - Djxh{X, Z), FZ). 
= 2\\AFzXf - 2g{AFzX, VxPZ) 
Using proposition (2.2.4), the above equation yields. 
R{X, JX; Z, FZ) - g{DxhiJX, Z), FZ) + g{Djxh{X, Z), FZ) 
= 2\\AFZX\\^- 2g{^xPZ-PVxZ,VxPZ) 
or, 
(2.4.5) R{X, JX; Z, FZ) - g{Dxh{JX, Z), FZ) + g{Djxh{X, Z), FZ) 
= 2\\AFzXf - 2\\VxPZ\\' + 2g{PVxZ, VxPZ) 
Prom equation (2.2.7), we also get 
\\AFzf = gC^xPZ - PVxZ, VxPZ - PVxZ) 
= \\VxPZf-g{VxPZ,PVxZ) 
+ WPVxZf - g{PVxZ, VxPZ) 
- WVxPZf + WPVxZf - 2g(PVxZ,VxPZ) 
Subsituting this into the equation(2.4.5), we get. 
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(2.4.6) R{X, JX; Z, FZ) - g{Dxh{JX, Z) - Djxh{X, Z), FZ) 
= WApzXf - WVxPZr + WPVxZf 
If M is a complex space form M{c), then by (1.2.10 ), we find that 
(2.4.7) R{X,JX-Z,FZ) = -^ g{X,X) g{FZ,FZ) 
From equation (2.4.7) and (2.4.6), we obtain 
Lemma(2.4.1)[9]: Let M be a generic submanifold in a complex space form 
M{c). Assume that D is integrable. If either M is mixed totally geodesic or 
FD-^ is paiellel and g{h{D,D^),FD^) = 0, then 
(2.4.8) WVxPZW = ~\\FZf + WPVxZf 4 WApzXf 
for any vector field X in D and Z in D-^. 
Corollary(2.4.1) [9]: Let Af be a mixed totally geodesic generic submanifold 
in a complex space form M{c), c ^ 0. If D is integrable and its leaves are 
totally geodesic in M, then M is either a complex submanifold or a purely 
real submanifold 
The Corollary follows from lemma (2.2.1), (2.4.1) and equation (2.3.2) 
Theorem(2^4.1)[9]: Let Af be a proper generic submanifold in a complex 
space form M{c). If V F = 0, then c = 0. 
Proof: If VF = 0, proposition (2.3.2) shows that equ.(2.4.8) holds. More-
over from (i) and (iv) of proposition (2.3.2), 
VxPZ = P^xZ, and AfzX = 0, 
for any vector field X in D and Z in D^. Thus \\FZ\\^ = 0 for any Z in D . 
Now as M is proper, FD^ ^ 0 thus c = 0. This proves the assertion. 
proposition(2.4.1) [9]: Let M be a proper generic submanifold in a complex 
spaceform M{c), c > 0. If D is integrable and M is mixed totally geodesic 
then there is no vector field Z j^ 0 in D-^ such that JZ is normal to M. 
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Proof: Under the hypothesis, equation (2.4.8) holds. If Z is non zero vector 
field in D^ and JZ is normal to M, then by equation (2.4.8) 
^ | | F Z | | 2 = - ( | 1 P V X Z | | 2 + M F Z X | P ) 
as PZ = 0. Now as | |FZ|p can not be negative, c ^ 0. This is a contradic-
tion. Therefore JZ can not be normal to M. This prove the proposition. 
Theorem(2.4.2) [9]: Let M be a generic submanifold hi a complex space 
form M'''"''(c), c 7^  0. If P is parallel, then M is either a complex submanifold 
or a purely real submanifold. 
Proof: Since dimcM(c) = dimc(D) + dimR(D-^), by proposition (2.3.1), 
ApuX = 0 for any vector X va. D and U in T{M) and D is integrable. 
Thus from equation (2.4.8), we have FD^ = 0 unless M is either a complex 
submanifold or a purely real submanifold. It is clear that FD^ = 0 is equiv-
alent to the condition that M is a complex submanifold. For both cases, M 
is not proper. 
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CHAPTER III 
CR-SUBMANIFOLD OF A KAHLER 
MANIFOLD 
3.1 Introduction. 
The present chapter is devoted to the study of CR-submanifoId of a 
Kahler manifold. As has been explained earlier that the CR-submanifold is 
a special case of a generic submanifold, one can notice the deviations in the 
results of this setting vis-a-vis the setting of generic submanifold of a Kahler 
manifold. At times these deviations have been highlighted with reasons. 
For uniformity, notations and symbols are kept same throughout the 
chapter e.g., M denotes a CR-submanifold of a Kahler manifold M, vectors 
[/, V etc. are taken as vectors tangential to M; X, Y are vectors in the holo-
morphic distribution D on M and Z, W etc. denote the vectors in the totally 
real distribution D^ on M. In the decomposition 
and 
it has been observed that 
for all U in T{M) and 
JU = PU + FU 
J^ = t^ + f^ 
PU eD,FUeJD^, 
t(, e D^ and f^eu 
for all ^ G T-'-M, 1/ is the orthogonal complement of JD^ and is invariant 
under J. i.e., 
3.2 Some basic results. 
Using Gauss and Weingarten equations and the fapt that 
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we get 
(3.2.1) JVuZ + Jh{U, Z) = -AjzU + DuJZ 
this helps to prove 
Leinina(3.2.1)[ll]: Let M be a CR-submanifold of a Kahler manifold M. 
Then 
(3.2.2) g{VuZ,X) = g{JAjzU,X) 
(3.2.3) AjzW = AjwZ 
(3.2.4) Aj^X = -A^JX 
for all X in D; Z, W in D-^; U in TM and ^ in u. 
Proof: equation (3.2.2) is a straightforward consequence of equation(3.2.1). 
For equation (3.2.3), we have 
g{AjzW,U) = g{h{U,W),JZ) 
= -g{JhiU,W),Z) 
= -g{J{\/uW-VuW),Z) 
= -giJVuW - JVuW, Z) 
= -g(VuJW,Z) + g{JWuW,Z) 
= -g{-AjwU, Z) - g{DuJW, Z) - g{VuW, JZ) 
The last two terms in the r.h.s vanish as the corresponding vector fields are 
perpendicular. Thus we get 
g{AjzW,U) = g{AjwZ,U) 
for all U G TM. This verifies equation(3.2.3). 
Now ioi ieu and U e TM, consider g(A^JX, U) 
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g{A^JX,U) = g{hiJX,U),0 
= g{VuJX,^) 
= g{JVuX,0 
= g{Jh(U,X),0 
= -g(h{U,XlJO 
= -g{Aj^X,U) 
=^ A^JX = -Aj^X 
Hence, the lemma is proved completely. 
Leinina(3.2.2)[l l] : Let M be a CR-submanifold of a Kahler manifold M. 
Then for any Z,W e D^ we have 
(3.2.5) DwJZ - DzJW e JD\ 
Proof: For Z 6 D^ and ^ G i^ , by Weingarten formula, we have 
Vz Je = -Aj^Z + DzJ(, 
=^ gi'^zJ^,W) = g{-Aj^Z,W) 
or, .g(Aj^Z,W) = -g{{JVz^,W) 
= gii^z^.JW), 
= -g{^,^zJW) 
- -gi^DzJW) 
Thus we obtain 
gi^, DwJZ - DzJW) = g{Aj^Z, W) - g{Aj^W, Z) = 0 
Since this is true for all ^ £ u and Z,W e D, relation (3.2.5) holds. 
Now, for Z,W eD^, consider [Z, W] 
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J[W, Z\ = J{VzW - VwZ) 
= J{VzW - VwZ) 
- VzJW - ^wJZ 
= -AjwZ + DzJW + AjzW-DwJZ 
= {AjzW - AjwZ) + {DzJW - DwJZ) 
The first bracket in the right hand side of the above equation is zero by virtue 
of equation (3.2.3) whereas the vector field in the second bracket on the r.h.s 
of the above equation belongs to JD^ in view of lemma (3.2.2). Thus, we 
have. 
J[Z, W] e JD^ or [Z, W] e D^ for all Z,W ^D^. this proves 
Leniina(3.2.3)[ll]: The totally real distribution D^ of a CR-submanifold 
in a Kahler manifold is integrable 
This theorem has been generalized to CR-submanifold in a locally conformal 
almost Kahler manifold in [5] 
Remark: The orthogonal complementary distribution 1?-^  in the setting of 
generic submanifold of a Kahler manifold is not* always integrable. Infact, 
in the generic case D^ is integrable if and only if (2.2.6) is satisfied. For a 
CR-submanifold 
P Z = 0 VZ G D and ApwZ = ApzW 
therefore condition (2.2.6) is obviously satisfied. •. 
For the holomorphic distribution D, we have [1], [5] 
Leintna(3.2.4)[5]: Let M be CR-submanifold of a Kahler manifold M. 
Then D is integrable if and only if 
g{h{X, JY), JZ) = gih(JX., Y\ JZ) 
for any vector field X,Y e D and Z £ D-^. 
Proof: For any_ Kahler manifold M, we have V J = 0. If M is a CR-
submanifold in M, Gauss and Weingarten equation imply ' 
JVifZ + Jh{U, Z) = -AjzU + DuJZ 
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for U £ TM and Z e D^. Taking inner product with JY (with Y e D) m 
both sides of above equation and using equation (1.3.4), we get 
g{JVuZJY) = -9{AjzU,JY) 
= -g{h{U,JY),JZ) 
for U G TM, Y £ D and Z e D^. The abov6 equation can be written as 
g{Z,VuY)=g{h{U,JY),JZ) 
From this we have for X,Y e D and Z e D-^ 
g{Z, [X, Y]) = g{h{X, JY) - h{JX, Y), JZ) 
the above equation proves the lemma. 
We know that the leaves of a integrable distribution H on a. manifold 
M are totally geodesic if and only if VuV G H for all U,V e H. Thus the 
totally real distribution D-^ on M, from equation (3.2.2), we have 
giVwZ,X)^g{JAjzW,X) 
for all Z,W e D^ and X E D. Prom the above equation, there follows 
Lemina(3.2.5)[ l l ] : For a CR-submanifold M in a Kahler manifold M, the 
leaf M-*- of D-"- is totally geodesic in M if and only if 
(3.2.6) gih{D, D^), JD^) = 0 
Remark: The condition (3.2.6) is not necessary.and sufficient in case of 
generic submanifold of Kahler manifold. Infact in the generic setting if the 
distribution D-^ is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic then the con-
dition (3.2.6) is satisfied. 
Lemma(3.2.6)[ll]: The leaves of the holomorphic distribution D on a CR-
submanifold M of a Kahler manifold M are totally geodesic in M if and only 
if 
(3.2.7) g{hiD,D),JD^) = 0 
Proof: For X,Y e D and Z G D^, 
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g{VxY,Z) = 9{VxY,Z) 
- g{JVxY,JZ) 
= gi^xJY,JZ) 
(3.2.8) g{VxY, Z) = p(/i(X, J F ) , JZ) 
If equation (3.2.7) is satisfied then the by lemma (3.2.4), D is integrable. 
Further from the equation (3.2.8) its leaves are totally geodesic in M. Con-
versely if D is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M, then in 
view of equation (3.2.8), the equation (3.2.6) holds. 
Remark: The condition (3.2.6) is not necessary and suflicient for the totally 
geodesicness of the leaves of of the D^ on a generic submanifold of a Kahler 
manifold as is evident from lemma (2.2.1) 
Lemma(3.2.7)[ll]: If (3.2.6) holds and D is integrable then for any X G D 
and ^ G JD^, 
(3.2.9) A^JX = -JA^X 
Proof: As D is integrable, by lemma (3.2.4) 
g{h{X, JY), JZ) = g{hiJX, Y), JZ) 
iov X,Y mD a.ndZ'mD^. 
or, g{AjzX,JY)=g{AjzJX,Y) 
or, - g{JAjzX, Y) = g{AjzJX, Y) 
or, giAjzJX + JAjzX, Y)^0 
Now, as g(AjD±D,D-^) = 0 by (3.2.6), the equation yields, 
AjzJX + JAjzX = 0 
=> AjzJX = -JAjzX 
or, A^JX^-JA^X 
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For all X in D and ^ in JD-^. This proves the lemma. 
3.3 CR-product in Kahler manifold. 
Definition(3.3.1)[ll]: A CR-submanifold M of a Kahler manifold is called 
a CR-product if it is locally the Riemannian product of a holomorphic sub-
manifold M^ and a totally real submanifold M-*- of M. 
Now making use of the observations made in chapter I for the CR-
product and lemma (3.2.5) and (3.2.6), it follows that a CR-submanifold 
with integrable distribution, is a CR-product if and only if 
(3.3.1) AjD±D = 0 
In terms of the endomorphism P, we have 
Theorem(3.3.1)[ll]: A CR-submanifold M of a Kahler manifoIdM is a 
CR-product if and only if V P = 0 
Proof: As M is Kahler, 
VuJV = JVuV. 
On using equation (1.3.2) and (1.4.7), the above equation becomes, 
VuiPU + FU) = J{VuV -f- h{U, V)), 
which on applying Gauss and Weingaxten formulae again gives 
VuPy + h{U, PV) - AFVU + DuFV = PVt/V^ -f FVyV + th{U, V) + fVuV 
Now comparing tangential parts in both sides of the above equation and 
using (1.4.9), we get 
{VuP)V = th{U,V) + AFVU 
If P is parallel then from the above equation. 
(3.3.2) th{U, V) = -AFVU 
for any vector C/, K tangent to M. In particular li X e D, then FX = 0. 
Hence (3.3.2) implies 
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th{U,X) = 0 
i.e., AjzX = 0 
for any Z e D^ and X e D. Thus by lemma (3.2.4) and (3.2.6) D is 
integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M. Similarly on using lemma 
(3.2.5) leaves of D^ are totally geodesic in M. Thus M is a CR-product. 
Conversely, if M is a CR-product, then 
g{VxY, Z) = 0 and g{VzW, Y) = 0 
for all X,YmD and Z, W in D^ 
=» VxY e D and VzY e D 
i.e., 
VuYeD 
for all U G TM and Y € D. On using the fact that M is a CR-product and 
Gauss formula we may obtain, 
Jh{U,Y) = h{U,JY). 
Therefore from the equation (VyP)V = th{U, Y) + ApyU, we get 
{VuP)Y = 0 . 
Similarly, as VyZ G D-^, for any Z e D^ and U tangent to M, we may prove 
that 
iVuP)Z = 0. 
So, if M is a CR-product, then 
This prove the theorem completely. 
Prom the proof of the above theorem, we may improve the statement 
(3.3.1) as. 
Lemma(3.3.1)[ll]: A CR-submanifold M is a Kahler manifold M is a 
CR-product if and only if 
Ajo±D = 0 
Remark: In [3] Bejancu, Kon and Yano proved that if M is an anti-
holomorphic submanifold and V P = 0, then M is a CR-product. Hence 
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the theorem (3.3.1) is an improvement of Bejancu's result. 
Leinina(3.3.2)[ll]: Let M be a CR-product in a Kahler manifold M. Then 
for any unit vector X E D and Z E D^ we have 
HB{X,Z)^2\\h{X,ZW 
where HB{X, Z) — R{X, JX; JZ, Z) is the holomorphic bisectional curva-
ture oiX ^Z. 
Proof: Under the hypothesis, on using lemma (3.3.2), the Coddazi equation 
becomes. 
R{X, JX- Z, JZ) = giDxHJX, Z) - Djxh{X, Z), JZ) 
Here we have used the fact that M^ is totally geodesic in M. Further as 
g{h{D, D-'-), JD^) = 0, lemma(3.3.1) and the above equation imply that 
R{X, JX; Z, JZ) = 9{h{X, Z), DjxJZ) - g{h{JX, Z), DxJZ) 
= g{h{X, Z), JVjxZ) - g{hiJX, Z), JVxZ) 
= g{h{X, Z), Jh(JX, Z) - g{h{JX, Z), Jh{X, Z) 
= 2\\h{X,Z)\\' 
Since Jh(U, Y) = h{U, JY) under the given hypothesis, the assertion is 
proved. 
Theorein(3.3.2)[ll]: Let M be a Kahler manifold with negative holomor-
phic bisectional curvature. Then every CR-product in M is either a holo-
morphic submanifold or totally real submanifold. In particular there exist 
no proper CR-product in any complex hyperbolic complex space formM(c) 
(c < 0). 
Proof: The theorem is an immediate consequence of lemma (3.3.2). 
We further conclude that 
Corollary(3.3.1)[ll]: Let M be a Kahler manifold with HB > 0 and M a 
proper CR-product in M.Then 
(i) M is not an anti-holomorphic submanifold. 
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(a) h{D, D-^) ^ 0, hence M is not totally geodesic in M. 
Theorem(3.3.3)[ll]: Every CR-product M in C"" is the Riemannian prod-
uct of a holomorphic submanifold in a linear complex subspace C'' and a 
totally real submanifold of C"~*^  locally i.e., 
M = M^ X M^ C C^ X C""-^ =• C^ 
Proof: Since M is a CR-product in C", lemma (3.3.2) implies h{D, D-^) — 0 
Thus by applying lemma of Moore[22], we see that M = M^ x M-^  is a prod-
uct submanifold of R'' x R'^"^~''. Since M^ is a holomorphic submanifold of 
C", we may choose R'' to be a complex linear subspace of C"*. 
3.4 CR-submanifold with VF = 0 
On a CR-submanifold M in a Kahler manifold M, there is a canonical 
normal bundle valued 1-form F on TM and a tangent bundle valued 1-form 
t on r-'-(M). In this section, we shall classify CR-submanifold with parallel 
F (or t) 
Lemma(3.4.1)[ll]: For any vector field U,V tangent to M and ^ normal 
to M, we have 
(3.4.1) '(Vi/0^ = Af^U-PA^U 
(3.4.2) (Vum = -FA^U-h{U,tO 
(3.4.3) {VuF)V = fh{U,V)-h{U,PV) 
Proof: Using Gauss and Weingarten formulae, we have 
VuJC = VutC + '^ufC 
= VutC + h{U, t o - Af^U + Dufi 
In the above equation we have also made use of equation(1.4.8). Again using 
equation(1.4.7), the l.h.s of above equation simphfies to 
VuJ^ = JVt/e = -PA^U - FA^U + tDui + fDy^ 
therefore, we have -
-PA^U - FA^U + tDui + fDui = Vyt^ + h{lJ-,tO - Aj^U + DuK 
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Comparing the tangential and normal components of both sides in the above 
equation we get. 
(3.4.4) Vut^ - tDu^ = Af^U - PA^U. 
(3.4.5) DuK - fDu^ = -FA^U - h{U,tO 
Since the left hand sides of (3.4.4) and (3.4.5) are nothing but {Vut)(, and 
(V(//)^ respectevely, we immediatley obtain equation (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) 
Similarly, for any U, V tangent to M, Gauss and Weingarten equations 
yield 
t'fjJV = VuPV + h{U, PV) - AFVU + DuFV 
The left hand side on using equation (1.4.7),(1.4.8) and the fact that M is 
Kahler becomes 
PVuV + FVuV + th{U, V) + jh{U, V) 
Thus, on comparing the normal parts, we get: 
DuFV - FVuV = fh{U, V) -h{U, PV) 
which on making of equ. (1.4.10) establishes (3.4.3). 
Proposition(3.4.1) [11]: Let M be a CR-submaftifpld of a Kahler manifoldM. 
Then V F = 0 if and only if Vi = 0 
Proof: From lemma (3.4.1), we see that Vt = 0 if and only if for any U, V 
tangent to M and ^ normal to M, 
g{Af^U,V) = 9{PA^U,V) 
i.e, 9{h{U,V),J0 = -g{hiU,PV),0 
which is equivalent to 
h{U,PV) = fh{U,V) 
Therefore by equation (3.4.3) 
V F = 0 
This proves the proposition. 
Lemma(3.4.2)[ll]: Let M be a CR-sub.manifold in a Kahler manifold M, 
Then V F = 0 if and only if 
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{i) M is a CR-product, and 
(M) A^D^ = 0 
Proof: Prom equation (3.4.3), VF = 0, if and only if 
(3.4.6) hiU,PV)^fh{U,V) 
for all U, V e TM. This gives 
(3.4.7) fhiU,Z)=0 
as PZ = 0 for Z eD^. Further as f(,ev V ^  e T-^M, (3.4.7) is equivalent 
to {ii). Now , for X G D, equation (3.4.6) gives 
h{U,JX) = fh{U,X) 
i.e., h{U,JX) G J^  by observation (ii) in chapter I 
=> AjD±D^O 
So by lemma(3.3.1), M is a CR-product 
Conversely, if AJ^J-D = 0 and A^D-^ = 0. Theh (3.4.6) holds by lemma 
(3.2.6) 
Leniina(3.4.3)[ll]: Let M be a CR-submanifold of a Kahler manifold M. 
If V F = 0, then 
(3.4.7)' HB{D,D^) = 0 
(3.4.8) h{D,D-^)^0 
Proof: For (, G T^M, 
g{hiD,D^),0 = 9{A(D,D^) 
= g{A^^,D,D^) + g{A^^D,D^) 
= 9{A^,,D,D^)+g{A^^D\D) 
Both the terms in the r.h.s of the above equation are zero by lemma(3.4.2). 
This proves (3.4.8).The relation (3.4.7)' follows from lemma(3.3.2). 
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Prom theorem (3.3.3) and the lemma (3.4.3), the following theorem can 
be obtained. 
Theorein(3.4.1)[ll]: Let M be a proper CR-submanifold in a complete 
simply connected complex space form M"^{c). If V F = 0, then c — 0 i.e., 
M"''{c) — O^. Moreover M is the Riemannian product of a holomorphic 
submanifold M^ of C""*^ and a totally real submanifold M^ of C'^ locally, 
where k = dimaM-'-
Proof: Prom lemma (3.4.3) it follows that M"'(c).is C " thus by theorem 
(3.3.3) we see that M is the Riemannian product of a holomorphic subman-
ifold M^ in C^ and a totally real submanifold in C"""'' locally. 
Using lemma(3.4.2) and the fact that M^ is totally geodesic in M, we ob-
tain from theorem (2) of [8] that M-^ is infact, lies in a complex k-dimensional 
linear complex subspace C^ of C " as a totally real submanifold 
3.5 Mixed foliate CR-submanifolds 
Leinina(3.5.1)[ll]: Let M be a mixed fohate CR-submanifold in a Kahler 
manifold M. Then for any unit vector X € D and Z E D^, we have 
HB{X,Z) = -2\\AJZX\\' . . 
Proof: By definition, for a mixed foliate CR-submanifold 
(3.5.1) h{D, D-^) = 0, [D, D] C D . 
Also, for X,Y eD, 
h{X, JY) - h{JX, Y) = VxJY - VyJX + (VyJX - VxJY) 
= 3{VxY - VyX) + ( V y J X - Vx J F ) 
- J[X,Y] + {VYJX-VXJY) 
As D is integrable, the r.h.s of the above equation is tangential to M where 
as the l.h.s is normal to M, therefore 
(3.5.2) h{X,JY) = h{JX,Y) 
Thus for any X e D and Z e D-^, the equation of Coddazi gives 
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HBiX,Z) = gihiJX,VxZ),JZ)-gih{X.,VjxZ),JZ) 
= g{AjzJX, VxZ) - g{AjzX, VjxZ) 
Hence by lemma (3.2.1), we have 
HB{X,Z) = g{AjzJX,JAjzX)-g{AjzX,JAjzJX) 
= -2\\AjzXf 
Theorem(3.5.1)[ll]: Let M be a Kahler manifold with HB > 0, then M 
admits no mixed proper CR-submanifold. 
The theorem follows immediately from lemma(3.5.1) 
Corollary(3.5.1) [3]: A complex space form M"^{c) with c > 0 admits no 
mixed proper CR-submanifolds 
Theorem(3.5.2)[ll]: Let M be CR-submanifold in C'". Then M is mixed 
foliate if and only if M is a CR-product 
Proof: Under the hypothesis, M is mixed foliate, then lemma (3.5.1) implies 
(3.5.3) ^AjD±D = 0 
so by lemma (3.3.1), M is a CR-product. 
Conversly if M is a CR-product, then (3.5.3) holds. Thus by lemma 
(3.3.1) and (3.3.2) we get 
h{D,D^)^0. 
Hence, M is mixed foliate. 
Remark: For an anti-holomorphic submanifold M, theorem (3.5.2) is proved 
by Bejancu and Kon [3] 
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CHAPTER IV 
CR-SUBMANIFOLD OF NEARLY 
KAHLER MANIFOLD 
4.1 Introduction: 
The geometry of CR-submauifold has extensively been studied by 
A.Bejancu[l],[2|,[3|, B.Y.chen[ll] and many others. Several results on CR-
submanifold of Kahler manifold have been extended or generalized to the 
manifolds with weaker structures viz. nearly Kahler[13] and some even to 
almost Hermitian manifolds [5], [29]. To find an analogue of results on ge-
ometry of CR-submanifold of Kahler manifolds to the setting of manifolds 
with almost Hermitian and other allied structures, Khalid and Viqar[19] have 
evolved a technique to obtain the integrability conditions for the distributions 
on CR-submanifold and have consequently studied the geometry of the leaves 
of the distributions. In this work, the emphasis has been on CR-product sub-
manifold 
4.2 Integrability conditions of distributions on a CR-submanifold 
of Hermitian manifold: 
Let M be almost Hermitian manifold and M be a CR-sul)manifold of 
M. Then for U,V eTM 
(4.2.1) {VuJ)V = VuJV - JVuV 
Making use of equation (1.3.2), (1.3.3), (1.4.7) and (1.4.8) the above equation 
can be simplified as 
{VuJ)V = Vu{PV + FV)-J{VuV + h{U,V) 
= VuPV + VuFV - JVuV - Jh{U, V) 
= VuPV + h{U, PV) - ApvU -DuFV- P^u V 
~FVuV-th{U,V)-fh{U,V) 
Denoting the tangential and normal part of {VuJ)V by P{U, V) and Q{U, V) 
respectevely and making use of equation (1.4.9) and (1.4.10) We obtahi 
(4.2.2) P{U, V) = {VuP)V - AFV - th{U, V) 
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(4.2.3) Q{U, V) = {VuF)V + h{U, PV) - fh{U, V) 
Similarly for ^ G T-^M, denoting by F((7,0 and Q{U,^) respectively the 
tangential and normal component of {VuJ)( respectively we find that 
(4.2.4) PiU, e) = (Vum - P^U - Af^U 
(4.2.5) Q{U, 0 = (Vt;/)e + h{t^, U) + FA^U 
The following properties of P and Q are used in our subsequent discussion 
and can be verified through straight forward computations. 
(Pi) P{U + V,W) = P{U,W) + P{V,W) 
Q{U + V,W) - Q{U,W) + Q{V,W) 
(F2) P{U,V + W) = P{U,V) + P{U,W) 
Q{U,V + W) = Q{U,V) + Q{U,W) 
(Ps) giP(U,V),W) = -9{V,PiU,W)) 
{PA) g{Q{U,V),0 •= -giV,P{U,0, 
(Ps) PiU, JV) + Q{U, JV) = -AiPiU, V) + Q(U, V)) 
For all U, V and W in TM and ^ in T-^M. We may now use P and Q to 
obtain the following integrabiUty conditions of the distribution D and £>-'-
Proposition(4.2.1)[19]: Let M be a CR-submanifold of an almost Hermi-
tian manifold M. Then the holomorphic distribution D is integrable if and 
only if. 
(4.2.6) Q{X, Y) - Q{Y, X) = h{X, JY) - h{JX, Y) 
for each X,Y in D 
Proof: For ^ G T-^M, we have 
giVxJY - VyJX, 0 = g{h{X, JY) - h{JX, Y), 0 
or, 
g{J{VxY - WyX) + Q{X,Y) - Q{Y,X\i) = g{h{X, JY) - h{JX,Y),0 
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I.e., 
g{F\X, YU) = g{h{X, JY) - h{Y, JX) + Q{Y, X) - Q{X, Y), 0 
It follows from the above equation that the distribution D is integrable, if 
and only if. 
g{h{X, JY) - h{JX, Y) + Q{Y, X) - Q(X, F) , e) = 0 
for all X,Y ^ D and (^ET-^M. In other words D is integrable if and only if 
h{X, JY) - h{JX, Y) = QiX, Y) - QiY, X) 
This proves the assertion. 
For the integrabihty of the totally real distribution, we have 
proposition(4.2.2)[19]: Let M be a CR-submanifold of an almost Hermi-
tian manifold M. Then the totally real distribution D^ is integrable if and 
only if. 
(4.2.7) P{Z, W) - P{W, Z) = AjzW - AjwZ 
for all Z,W eD-^ 
Proof: For U G TM, we may write 
g{J[Z,W],U) = g{JVzW-JVwZ,U) 
= gi'^zJW - VwJZ - P{Z, W) + PiW, Z), U) 
Now, using Weingarten formula, we conclude that D-^ is integrable if and 
only if 
P{Z, W) - P{W, Z) = AjzW - AjwZ 
This completes the proof. 
It may be seen through a straight forward calculation that 
g{Q{X, Y) - Q{Y, X) + h{JX, Y) - h{X, JY), 0 = 0, 
for all X,Y in D and ^ in u and 
g{P{Z, W) - P{W, Z) + AJWZ - AjzW, Z') = 0 
for all Z,W and Z' G D-"- hence it follows that the condition (4.2.6) is 
satisfied if and only if 
(4.2.8) g{Q{X, Y) - Q{Y, X) + h{JX, Y) - h{X, JY), JZ) = 0 
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and the condition (4.2.7) is satisfied if and only if 
(4.2.9) g{P{Z, W) - P{W, Z) + AjwZ - AjzW, X) = 0 
Remark: If M is Kahler P{U, V) = P{V, U) = 0, the integrabiUty condition 
in this case reduce to the condition obtained by Chen[ll] and Bejancu[l] in 
the setting of CR-submanifold of Kahler manifold. 
Now under these condition Frobenius theorem guarantees the foliation 
of the leaves of D and D^. 
Regarding, the totally geodesicness of leaves of distributions, we estab-
lish 
Proposition(4.2.3)[19]: Let the holomorphic distribution D on a CR- sub-
manifold of an almost Hermitian manifold M be integrable. Then its leaves 
are totally geodesic in M if any of the following equivalent conditions hold. 
(z) P{X, Y) + th{X, Y)eD 
(ii) PiX, Z) + AjzX e D^ 
(m) Q{X, Y) - h{X, JY) e v 
for all X, y in D and Z in D^ 
Proof: The proof of the first part follows directly from equation (4.2.2) on 
having observed that P V x ^ € D. 
(i) implies 
g{P{X,Y)^th{X,Y\Z)^^ 
or, 
g{P{X,Y\Z)^g{th{X,Y\Z) = ^ 
or, 
g{Y,P{X,Z))+g{h{X,Y\FZ) = ^ 
on using property (F3). So we have, 
g{P{X,Z\Y)+g{ApzX,Y) = ^ 
i.e., 
g{P{X,Z)\AFzX,Y)^^ 
for all X, r G D and Z G D^. Thus, 
P{X,Z)^ApzXeD^. 
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This prove the equivalence of (i) and (n) 
Again from part (i) 
g{P{X,Y) + th{X,Y),Z)=0, 
for all X,Y e D and Z e D^. Now as 
Q{X,Y)eT^M and g{th{X,Y),Z) = g{Jh{X,Y),Z), 
the equation 
Q = g{P{X,Y) + th{X,Y),Z) 
is equivalent to 
g{P{X, Y) + Q{X, Y) + Jh{X, Y),Z) = 0 
i.e., 9{J{P{X, Y) + Q{X, Y)) - h{X, Y), JZ) = 0 
Taking account of the fact that P{X, Y) £ TM and using the property (F5), 
the above equation gives 
g{-Q{X,JY) - h{X,YlJZ) =^ Q. 
Replacing Y by JY, we obtain 
g{Q{X,Y)-h{XJY),JZ)^Q. 
or, Q{X,Y)-h{X,JY)eu. 
This show, that (z) and (m) are equivalent and the proof of the proposition 
is complete. 
Proposition(4.2.4) [19]: If the totally real distribution D-^ on a CR-submanifol 
M of an almost Hermitian manifold M is integrable,then its leaves are totally 
geodesic in M if and only if any of the following equivalent conditions hold. 
(z) P{W,Z) + AjzWeD^, 
(ii) P{Z,X) + th{X,Z)eD, 
{in) Q{W,X) - h{W, JX) e V 
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for all X in D and Z, W in D^ 
Proof: As th{Z,W) G D-^, and the leaves of D-^ are totally geodesic in M 
if and only if 
So from equation (4.2.2), leaves of D-^ are totally geodesic if and only if 
P{W, Z) + AjzW e D^ 
therefore, 
g{P{W,Z) + AjzW,X)=Q 
for all X G D and Z,W E D^. Using property (P3), the above relation gives. 
- g{P{W, X), Z) + g{h{W, X), JZ) = 0 
or, g{P{W,X) + th{X,W),Z)^Q) 
=> P{W,X) + th{X,W)eD 
This proves the equivalence of (i) and (M). Similarly using property (P3) and 
(P4), the equivalence of (in) and (i) can be established. 
Recalling, that a CR-submanifold M is a CR-product with leaves of both 
the distribution D and D-^ totally geodesic in M, we may established the fol-
lowing by making use of the proposition (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) and properties of 
P and Q. 
Theorein(4.2.1)[19]: For a CR-submanifold of an almost Hermitian man-
ifold M, the following are equivalent. 
(i) M is a CR-product 
(u) P{U,X)+th{U,X)eD 
{in) P{U,Z) + AjzUeD^ 
(iv) Q{U,X)-h{U,JX)€i^ 
for all X in D,Z in D-^ and U in TM. 
Note: In view of the above Theorem if in particular the ambient space is 
taken to be Kahler these conditions reduce to the condition Aj£)±D = 0. 
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Which coincides with the conditions obtained by Chen[ll] for a characteri-
zation of CR-product in Kahler manifold. Thus the theorem(4.2.1) provides 
an extension of Chen's results to this more general setting. 
4.3 CR-submanifold of Nearly Kahler nianifold: 
A nearly Kahler manifold, as is evident from the name itself is nearly same 
as Kahler nianifold. However, its complex submanifold still behave like a 
Kahler manifold. To strengthen this point of view we have the following 
proposition. 
For a nearly Kahler manifold, (cf. [17]). 
{VuJpV + J{VuJ)V - 0 
Proposition(4.3.1)[14]: Let M be a 2-dimensional complex submanifold 
of a nearly Kahler manifold S^. Then 
(4.3.1) iVuJ)V^O, 
for all U, V in TM. 
Proof: Take a unit vector field U 6 TM. then {U, JU} is an orthonormal 
frame on M. Since S^ is nearly Kahler manifold we have 
( W J ) C / - 0, Vj(/JC/= 0 
and, 
{VuJ)JU = -J{VuJ)U = 0, VjuJU = -{VuJ)JU = 0 
For any V,W e TM we have V = aU + bJU, W = cU + dJU where a, b, c, d 
are smooth functions. Now consider {VvJ)W, 
(VvJ)W = {V{aU+bJU)J)W 
= a{VuJ)W + b{VjuJ)W 
= a{VuJ){cU + dJU) + b{\?juJ){cU + {dJU) 
= ac{VuJ)U + ad{VuJ)JU + bc{VjuJ)JU + bd{VjuJ)JU 
= 0 
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=^ {VvJ)W^O V V,WeTM. 
This proves the proposition. 
Through out this section, M = (M, J, g) is assumed to be a nearlj' Kahler 
manifold (i.e., {VuJ)U = '^0 for any U € TM) and Af is a CR-submanifold of 
M with holomorphic distribution D and the totally real distribution D^. The 
study of CR-submanifold of nearly Kahler manifold in this section reveals 
how similar or different these submanifold are in this setting vis-a-vis the 
submanifold of a Kahler manifold. 
The Nijenhuis tensor 5 of M is written in the following form (cf. [30]) 
(4.3.2) S{U,V) = -U{VuJ)V 
Further, in view of the relation 
{VvJ)V=^P{U,V) + Q{U,V\ 
the nearly Kahler condition (1.2.9) yields. 
(4.3.3) P{U,V) = -P{V,U) 
(4.3.4) Q{U,V) = -Q{y,U) 
for all U,V tangent to M, and therefore by proposition (4.2.1) the neces-
sary and sufficient condition for the holomorphic distribution D on a CR-
submanifold of a nearly Kahler manifold to be integrable can be written 
as. ' 
(4.3.5) 2Q(X, Y) = h{X, JY) - h{JX, Y) 
for all X, Y in D. 
For the integrabihty of the totally real distribution D-*-, we consider the 
equation (4.3.2) which on using property (P5) gives. 
(4.3.6) S(X,Y)^ = 4Q{X,JY) 
ioval\X,YmD 
The left hand side of the above equation on simplification becomes. 
F[PX,Y] + [X,PY] 
Hence from equation (4.3.4) and (4.3.5), it follows 
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Proposition(4.3.2)[20]: Theholomorphicdistribution DonaCR-submanifold 
of a nearly Kahler manifold is integrable if and only if 
f QiX,Y)^0 
(4.3.7) { 
[ h{X, JY) = h{JX, Y) 
for all X,YmD 
Remsirk: N.Sato[28] proved the same result using different technique. His 
version of the result is. 
Proposition(4.3.3)[28]: A necessary and sufficient condition for the holo-
morphic distribution to be integrable is that the following conditions are 
satisfied. 
h{JX,Y) = h{X,JY) and S{X,Y) e D 
for X and Y in D. 
For the integrability of D-^, using the condition of nearly Kahler manifold 
M and the equation (4.3.5), it is observed that D-^ is integrable if and only 
if for all Z, W in D-^ and X in D, 
2g{P{Z, W), X) = g{AjzW, X) - g{AjwZ, X) 
Now since, for nearly Kahler manifold dfi((7, V, W) = 3g{{VuJ)V, W) the 
above equation takes the form. 
^ cin{Z, W, X) = giAjzW, X) - g'iAjwZ, X) 
Further, as n{D,D-^) = Q{D-^,D-^) = 0, by (1.2.1), thus we get 
|p([Z, W],X)= g{AjzW, X) - g{AjwZ, X). 
Hence we arrive at 
Proposition(4.3.4)[20]: The totally real distribution £>-'- on a CR-submanifold 
of a nearly Kahler manifold is integrable if and only if. 
g{PiZ,W),X) = 0 
(4.3.8) 
g{AjzW,X)=g{AjwZX) 
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for all Z,W e D^ and X E D 
Remark: The first condition in (4.3.8) has also been established by Ur-
bano(cf. [29]), whereas the second condition in equation (4.3.8) is estabUshed 
by N.Sato (cf. [28]) for the integrability of the totally real distribution. 
These integrability conditions lead to the following characterization of 
the CR-product submanifold in a nearly Kahler rftanifold. 
Theorem(4.3.1)[20]: Let M be a CR-submanifold of a nearly Kahler man-
ifold M and suppose both the distribution D and D-^ are integrable, then M 
is a CR-product if and only if. 
(4.3.9) AjD^D^O 
Proof: As integrability of D and D-^ are assumed, integrability of D implies 
Q{X,Y) = 0 for all X,Y eDhy proposition (4.3.2). 
Now for the totally geodesicness of the leaves of D, by proposition (4.2.3), 
we find that 
(4.3.10) h{X,Y)eu 
Similarly, it follows from equation (4.3.8) and proposition (4.2.4) that the 
leaves of D^ are totally geodesic in M if and only if 
(4.3.11) ; h{X,Z)eu 
for all X e D and Z E D-^. the assertion follows immediately on combining 
(4.3.10) and (4.3.11). 
Note: A similar condition was obtained by B. Y. Chen(cf. [11]) for the exis-
tance of CR-product in a Kahler manifold. Theorem (4.3.1) is, therefore an 
extension of Chen's results in a more general setting. 
Proposition(4.3.5) [20]: Let M be CR-submanifold of a nearly Kahler man-
ifold M with h{X, JX) = 0 for each X £ D.liD'is integrable, then the leaves 
of the holomorphic distribution D are totally geodesic in M as well as in M. 
Proof: The condition h{X, JX) = 0 is equivalent to 
h{X, JY) + h{Y, JX) 
Now by Gauss equation, 
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0 = VXJY + '^YJX-VXJY-VYJX 
= {VxJ)Y + (VyJ)X + J{VxY + VyX) - ( V x J r + VyJX) 
As M is nearly Kahler manifold (Vx J)V' + (Vy J )X = 0, therefore the above 
equation becomes 
(4.3.12) J{VxJY + VyJX) = {VxY + VyX) + 2/i(X, y ) 
Prom (4.2.3), 
Q{U,V) = {VuF)V + h{U,PV)-fh{U,V) 
therefore, 0 = {VxF)X + h{X, PX) - fh{X, X) 
or, 0 = ( V x F ) X - / / i ( X , X ) 
^ 0 = F{Vx)X-fh{X,X) 
i.e, - F ( V x X ) = / M ^ , X ) 
But as F{VxX) G JD-*-, fh{X,X) G i/. JD-*- and i/ are complementary to 
each other, therefore 
FVxX^fh{X,X) = 0. 
This means 
(4.3.13) { 
[ h{x,x)eJD^ 
Replacing X hy X + Y, the first relation of relation (4.3.13), gives 
VxY + VyX e D 
and as D is integrable 
V x F - VyX G D 
therefore, 
(4.3.14) V ^ y G Z5 
This proves that the leaves of D are totally geodesic in M. The Probenius 
theorem guarantees that M is foliated by the leaves of D. Combining (4.3.14) 
and (4.3.12), we get h(X, Y) = 0 i.e., the leaves of D are totally geodesic in 
M. This prove the theorem completely. 
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4.4 Totally umbilical CR-submanifold of a nearly Kahler manifold 
The condition h{X, JX) = 0 is naturally satisfied by second fundamen-
tal form of the totally umbilical CR-submanifolds. Infact the following result 
is an immediate consequence of the proposition (4.3.5) 
Corollary(4.4.1) [20]: Let M be a totally umbilical CR-submanifold of a 
nearly Kahler manifold M. If D is integrable, then M is totally geodesic in M. 
With regard to the totally real distribution on a totally umbilical CR-
submanifold of a nearly Kahler manifold, we have 
Proposition(4.4.1)[20] Let M be a totally umbilical CR-submanifold of a 
nearly Kahler manifold M. Then a totally real distribution D^ is integrable 
and its leaves are totally geodesic in M. 
Proof: For Z mD^, equation (4.2.2) gives 
P{Z, Z) = {VzP)Z - AFZZ - th{Z, Z) 
Now as M is nearly Kahler P{Z\ Z) = 0 and as M is totally umbihcal in M, 
AFZZ - g(H, FZ)Z, and th{Z, Z) - g{Z, Z)tH. 
With these observation, the above equation can be written as 
-PVzZ = g{H, FZ)Z + g{Z, Z)tH. 
In view of the observation (n) in chapter I, the right hand side of the above 
equation belongs tb D^, and by observation {i) the left hand side belongs to 
D, implying that 
(4.4.1) g{H,FZ)Z + g{Z,Z)tH = Q, 
and 
(4.4.2) VzZ e D^. 
Equation (4.4.1) has solution if either 
(a) dim(D^) = l or (6) / / G / / 
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If dim{D^) = 1 then from (4.4.2), we conclude that D^ is integrable and its 
leaves are totally geodesic in M. Further if if G /x then simpliyfying equation 
(4.2.2) and noting that in this case 
ApzX = 9{H, FZ)X = 0, th{Z, X) = g{Z, X)tH = 0 and FX = 0, 
for all X eD.We get 
P{X,Z) = {VxP)Z. and, P ( ^ , X ) = (VzP)X, 
Adding the above two equations with the understanding that 
P{X, Z) = -PiZ, X) and PZ = 0, 
we get, 
VzPX = P{VzX + VxZ) 
implying that VzPX e D ov equivalently VzW e D-^ by statement (1.4.1) 
and (1.4.2). Thus D-^ is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M. 
This completes the proof. 
The above proposition helps to classify the totally umbilical CR-submanifold 
of nearly Kahler manifold M as follows. 
Theorem(4.4.1)[20]: Let M be a totally umbilical CR-submanifold of,a 
nearly Kahler manifold M. then atleast one of the following isJx^L*^ A/;J<* i,^>^ 
(z) M is totally real / r C^S^^^Qi 
{%%) M is totally geodesic ; ^ ' 
{in) dim (D-*-) = 1 and D is not integrable ^^ ^^  ^->; 
Proof: If D = 0 then by definition M is totally real, which is nfr"TirfL(T) 
U D ^0 and integrable then by corollary (4.4.1) M is totally geodesic which 
accounts for case (ii). Suppose now that D is not integrable and H £ u then 
by virtue of (4.3.13) M is again totally geodesic, if however H ^ v then 
equation (4.4.1) has solutions if and only if dim (D-"") = 1 which establishes 
{Hi). This completes the proof. 
It is observed in our proceeding discussion that the integrability of the 
holomorphic distribution D{^ 0) plays an important role in the geometry of 
CR-submanifold of a nearly Kahler manifold as the totally real distribution 
on a totally umbilical CR-submanifold M is always integrable and its leaves 
are totally geodesic in M. Thus if we assume that D is integrable, then by 
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CoroUaxy (4.4.1) its leaves will be totally geodesic in M, making the CR-
submanifold M to be a CR-product. 
Hence we may state 
Theorem(4.4.2)[20]: Let M be totally umbilical CR- submanifold of a 
nearly Kahler manifold M. Then M is a CR-product if and only if D is 
integrable. 
Since 5'^, as a special case of nearly Kahler manifold is known, not to 
admit a CR-product (cf. [27]), the above theorem yields the following. 
Corollary(4i4.2) [20]: Let M be a totally umbilical proper CR-submanifold 
of 5^, then the holomorphic distribution is not integrable. 
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CHAPTER V 
SLANT SUBMANIFOLD OF A KAHLER 
MANIFOLD 
5.1 Introduction: 
In the setting of a real submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold 
M, in general, all the vector fields tangential to M can neither be expected 
to remain tangential nor all of them be expected to go to the normal space 
on the action of the almost complex structure J of M. Infact what we ex-
pect in general is that some of the tangential vectors remain invariant and 
others become, incUned with the tangent space, non trivially under the ac-
tion of J. This situation is a far more general, than that of the setting of 
CR-submanifold. In this chapter, we extend our study to this class of sub-
manifold. To be more precise, we introduce these submanifold as follows. 
Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold and M an almost Her-
mitian manifold with alrnost complex structure J and with almost Hermitian 
metric g. An isometric immersion f : M -^ M is called holomorphic if for 
any x E M f^,{Tx{M)) = Tx{M). The immersion / is called totally real 
[7] or Lagrangian if we have J{Tx{M)) C T^(M) for each x G M, where 
T^M denotes the normal space of M in M at x. As before, for any vector U 
tangent to M, we put 
(5.1.1) JU = PU + FU 
where PU and FU denote the tangential and normal component of JU re-
spectively. 
For each non zero vector U tangent to M at x, the angle d(U) between 
JU and Tx{M) is called wirtinger angle of U. An immersion f : M -^ M 
is called a general slant immersion if the angle 6{U) is constant (which 
is independent of the choice of x G M and U 6 Tx(M)). Holomorphic and 
totally real immersion are general slant immersions with Wirtinger angle 
6 equal to 0 and | respectively. A general slant immersion which is not 
holomorphic is called a slemt immersion. The writinger angle 6 is called 
the slant angle of the slant immersion. 
A slant submanifold is said to be proper if it is not totally real. A 
proper slant submanifold is said to be Kahleriem slant if the endomor-
phism P is parallel i.e., V P = 0. A Kahlerian slant submanifold is a Kahler 
manifold with respect to the induced metric and the almost complex struc-
ture J = {sec6)P where 9 is the slant angle. 
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5.2 Kahlerian slant immersion and V F = 0 
Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold isometrically immersed 
in an almost Hermitian manifold M. Let F be the endomorphism defined in 
(5.1.1). Since M is almost Hermitian, 
g{JU,V)+g{U,JV) = 0 
or g{PU + FU,V) + g{U,PV + FV) = 0 
or, g{PU,V) + g{U,PV) - 0 
for all U,V e TM as other term will be zero in view of orthogonality of 
vectors. The above relation gives 
g{P'U,V)^g{U,P^V) 
for all U,V e TM That is P^ (denoted by Q) is a self-adjoint endomorphism. 
Now for U e TM, 
(5.2.1) giQU,U) = -giPU,PU) = - | | PC /p 
But 
\\PU\\ < \\JU\\ = \\U\\ 
Therefore, 
g{QU,U)^X\\Uf 
where — 1 < A < 0. In other words, each eigen value of Q lies in [-1, 0] 
and it is known that the eigen vectors belonging to distinct eigen values 
are linearity independent. Therefore, each tangent space Tx{M) admits the 
following orthogonal decomposition of the eigen space of Q i.e., 
(5.2.2) mM) = DleDl® e£)^(^^ 
It is easy to verify that if X is an eigen vector belonging to the eigen 
value At. Then PX also belongs to the eigen values A. That means, if Aj ^ 0, 
the corresponding eigen space is of even dimension and it is invariant under 
the endomorphism P, that is P{Dl.) = Dj.. 
Furthermore, for each Aj -^^  - 1 , dimF(ZPi) = dim(DJj) and the normal 
subspace F(Z?^), for i = 1,2, k(x) are mutually perpendicular. Thus we 
have dim(M) > 2dim(M) - dim(Dx) where Dx denotes the eigen space of Q 
at X £ M with eigen value -1 . 
Lemma(5.2.1)[12]: Let Af be a submanifold of an almost Hermitian man-
ifold M. Then the self-adjoint endomorphism Q is parallel if and only if 
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(i) Each eigen value Aj of Q is constant in M. 
(ii) Each distribution D* (associated with Aj) is integrable and 
{in) M is locally the Riemannian product of the leaves of the distribution. 
Proof: Let X G Dj., (the eigen space of Q with eigen values A') then, 
VxQ = 0 => Aj = constant on D^ 
UX,Y e Di then 
Q[x,Y] = g ( V x r - V y X ) 
= (VXQY-VYQX) 
= {VxXiY-VyXiX) 
As Af are constant on Di, the r.h.s of the equation become Ai(V^-^ - VyX) 
therefore, 
Q[X,Y] = Xi[X,Y] 
=> [ X , y ] G D i 
i.e., each DJ. is integrable. Now, as 
QVxY = VxQY 
or, QVxY = VxKY 
= XiVxY 
=^  VxY e Di, 
This means the leaves of JDJ.'S are totally geodesic in M and therefore, M 
is locally the Riemannian product of the leaves of D^'s. This complete the 
proof. 
On using lemma (5.2.1), we may obtain the following characterization 
of submanifold with V P = 0 
Letnma(5.2.2)[12]: Let Af be a submanifold of an almost Hermitian man-
ifold M. Then V P = 0 if and only if M is locally the Riemannian product 
Ml X M2 X X Mfc where each M, is either a Kahler submanifold, a totally 
real submanifold, or a Kahlerian slant submanifold. 
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Proof: Under the hypothesis, if P is parallel then Q is parallel.Thus lemma 
(5.2.1) implies that M is locally the Riemannian productMi x M2 x x M^ 
of the leaves of the distribution defined by eigen values of Q and moreover, 
each eigen values Aj is constant on M. 
If an eigen value Aj is zero. Mi is totally real. If A, is -1 then Mi is 
holomorphic. 
Now if At 7^  0, —1, then, because Di is invariant under the endomorphism 
P a n d 
giP'X,Y) = -Xig{X,Y) 
for X,Y e D\so we have 
llPXIl = v^A, 1|X|1 
Thus the wirtinger angle d{X) satisfies 
cos9{X) = y/^Xi 
Which is a constant 7^  0 or - 1 . Therefore Mj is a proper slant submanifold. 
Now, assume Aj / 0 and put Pi = P/T{Mi) then Pi is simply the 
endomorphism of T{Mi) induced from J. Let V* denote the Riemannian 
connexion on Mi. Since Mi is totally geodesic in M (by lemma (5.2.1)), we 
obtain (Vj.Pi)^' = i^xP)Y = 0 for X,Y tangent to Mi. This shows that 
if Mi is holomorphic then it is a Kahler submanifold. And if Mi is proper 
slant, then it is a Kahlerian slant submanifold of M. The converse can be 
verified directly. 
FVom lemma (5.2.2), the following is easily deducible 
Proposition(5.2.1) [12]: Let M be an irreducible submanifold of an almost 
Hermitian manifold M. If M is neither holomorphic nor totally real then M 
is a Kahlerian slant submanifold if and only if P is parallel (i.e., V P = 0) 
Proposition(5.2.2)[12]: Let M be a surface in an almost Hermitian mani-
fold M. If M is neither totally real nor holomorphic in M, then the following 
three statements are equivalent. 
(i) V P = 0, that is P is parallel, 
(u) M is a Kahlerian slant submanifold, 
(in) M is a proper slant surface. 
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Proof: Since each proper slant submanifold is of even dimension, lemma 
(5.2.2) implies that if P is parallel then M is a Kahler surface or a totally 
real surface or a Kahlerian slant surface. Since M is assumed to be neither 
totally real nor holomorphic, we see that (z) and {ii) are equivalent under the 
hypothesis. It is obvious that {it) implies {Hi). Now we prove {Hi) implies 
(n) 
Let M be a proper slant surface in M with slant angle 9. We may choose 
an orthonormal frame 61,62 tangent to M such that Pc\ = (co,s^)e2. and 
Pe2 = —{cos9)ei. Then we have, 
(VxF)6i = cose{u)\{X) + ul{X))e, 
where a/- denote the connection form on M defined by 
dci = ^ iJ^ (g) Cj 
Since uj\ = —Wj, we obtain V P = 0 
5.3 Minimality and slant immersion with V F — 0 
A submanifold M in M is said to be minimal if trace(/i) — 0 where h is 
the second fundamental form of the immersion of M in M. M is said to be 
austere if for each normal vector ^ the set of eigen values of A^ is invariant 
under the multiphcation by -1 , this is equivalent to the condition that all the 
invariants of odd order of the weingarten map at each normal to M vanish. 
Of com-se an austere submanifold is a minimal, submanifold. 
Lemma(5.3.1)[12]: Let M be a submanifold of a Ka hler manifold M. then 
we have 
(z) If M is either totally real or holomorphic then F is parallel(i.e VF = 0). 
{ii) I fM is generic and F is parallel, then F{T{M)) is a parallel sub bundle 
of the normal bundle T-^{M). 
{Hi) If -1 is not an eigen value of Q at any point of M and V F = 0, then 
Im(h) C F(T(M)). 
{iv) If 0 is not an eigen value of Q at any point of M and V F = 0, then M 
is austere and hence minimal. 
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Proof: Statement (i) is trivial. For statement (n), we assume that M is a 
generic submanifold of M and V F = 0. Then the normal bundle T-^{M) has 
the following orthogonal direct decomposition. 
(5.3.1) T^{M) = F{T{M))eu , u^ L F{T^{M)) 
For any vector field (,£u and C/, V G T{M), we have 
g{Aj^U,V) = g{h{U,V)JO 
= gi^uV.Ji) 
= -g{vyuJO 
= -g{V,JVuO 
= g{JV,VuO 
= g{JV,-A^U + DuO 
= -g{PV,A^U) + g{FV,DuO 
from which we find that 
(5.3.2) g{DuFV, 0 = -g{A^PV + Aj^V, U) 
On the other hand, for any ^ normal to M, if we denote by t(, and / ^ the 
tangential and normal components of J^, then,we have from equation (2.3.5). 
(5.3.3) g{{'^uF)V, 0 = -9{Af^V + A^PV, U) 
Since f = J in u, equations (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) imply that g{DijFV,(,) = 0 
for any ^£u this proves {ii) 
For {Hi), if V F = 0, then proposition (3.4.1) implies 
g{h{X,YlJ0 = -9{KX,PYU) 
for any ^ £ v. Thus for any eigenvector y of Q with eigen value A and any 
^ G i^ , we have 
g{h{X,YU) =-KKX,YU) 
From this, we obtain statement {Hi) 
We, now prove :(iu). Assume V F = 0. Under the hypothesisis, it is easy 
to see that 
g{h{X,Y),J0^-9{^yJX,i) 
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for all X,Y £ TM and ^ G i^ . The r.h.s of the above equation, on using 
Gauss and Weingarten formla becomes 
-g{h{PX,Y),0-9iDYFX,0. 
Now, as F is parallel, by proposition (2.3.4), FD-^ is parallel in the nor-
mal bundle T-^M. (i.e., DyFX € FD-^ ^ X,Y e TM). In other words 
giDyFX, 0 = 0 V ^eiy. Hence we got, 
g(hiX,Y},JO = -giHX,PY),0 
or, -g{fh{X,Y),0 = -g{h{X,PY),0 
The above equality holds for all ^eT^M. 
Therefore, 
fh{X,Y) = hiX,PY) 
Let X be any unit eigen vector of Q with eiegen value A 7^  0. Then X* = 
P X / v / - A is a unit vector perpendicular to X. Thus, h{X, X) = h{PX, PX)fX 
-h{X*,X*) which implies (iv). 
Proposition(5.3.1)[12]: Let M be a proper slant submanifold of a Kahler 
manifold M. If V F = 0, then M is austere and, in particular, minimal. 
The proposition follows from statement (iv) of lemma (5.3.1) 
Proposition(5.3.2)[12]: Let M be an n-dimensional slant submanifold of 
C" . If V F = 0, then M is contained in a complex linear subspace C" of C " 
as minimal slant submanifold. 
The result follows from statement (ii), (in) and {iv) of lemma (5.3.1) 
Some Examples. 
Exainple(i). For any non zero constant a and b, 
x{u, v) = {acosu, bcosv, asinu, bsinv) 
gives a compact totally real surface in C^ with V/i = 0 
Example (ii) For any a > 0 
x{u, v) — {acosu, V, asinu, 0) 
defines a non compact totally real surface in C^ with Vh = 0. 
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Exainple(uz) For any a, 0 < a < 7r/2 
x(u, v) = (ucosa, usina, v, 0) 
defines a slant plane with slant angle a in C^. 
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